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Digital Photo Recovery At a Glance 

Deleted a picture or lost the entire photo session? Damaged or formatted a memory card 

filled with pictures? Magic Photo Recovery will help you recover these pictures in a few 

simple steps. 

Deleted Photo Recovery 

Magic Photo Recovery is designed specifically to make recovering deleted photos easy. Featuring some of 

the most sophisticated data recovery algorithms, Magic Photo Recovery can successfully recover pictures 

from formatted memory cards, repartitioned hard drives and inaccessible USB drives. Undeleting photos with 

Magic Photo Recovery is a breathe! Its wizard-based user interface will make the recovery as easy as one-

two-three, while the built-in viewer will enable full-size pre-recovery preview for all supported image formats. 

Why choose Magic Photo Recovery over a generic 

undelete tool such as Magic Uneraser? While Magic 

Uneraser can handle deleted photo recovery just as 

well, Magic Photo Recovery is the tool of choice 

when it comes to photo recovery from formatted, 

unreadable, corrupted and inaccessible storage 

media. 

So what if a memory card appears empty, or if you 

simply cannot access it at all? This can mean that the 

file system is empty, damaged, or is not accessible. If 

this is the case, Magic Photo Recovery applies a 

special low-level analysis method, effectively carving 

files from the affected disk or memory card. The 

carving is based on content-aware analysis. The 

photo recovery tool reads the entire content of the 

device in order to reliably detect images by their 

characteristic signature. When an image is identified, 

Magic Photo Recovery attempts to analyze its file 

header in order to calculate its exact beginning and 

length. The final step is saving the file to a safe 

location on another disk, memory card or CD/DVD 

media. 
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How it works  

Magic Photo Recovery employs the results of the latest research in data recovery. Deleted photo recovery is 

blazing fast thanks to a highly optimized file system analysis algorithms used during the quick scan phase. If 

you have an unreadable, empty or inaccessible memory card, formatted USB pen drive or damaged or 

repartitioned hard drive, Magic Photo Recovery engages the comprehensive phase. During comprehensive 

analysis, Magic Photo Recovery reads the entire content of the device in order to locate digital pictures by 

their characteristic signatures. In this mode, Magic Photo 

Recovery can reliably recover pictures even if no file system 

or other system information is available.  

Magic Photo Recovery is a mainstream commercial product. 

It can be used easily by everyone including occasional 

computer users. In just a few clicks, you’ll be able to find, 

view and recover pictures from all types of media. Magic 

Photo Recovery can recover pictures in JPEG, TIFF, GIF, 

PNG, and BMP formats, and supports the recovery of all 

popular camera RAW formats produced by Canon, Nikon, 

Pentax, SONY, and many other digital cameras. 

Magic Photo Recovery is not limited to recovering images from hard drives and memory cards. The picture 

recovery tool works with digital cameras connected to the PC via a USB cord, and supports many point-and-

shoot and digital SLR models manufactured by Nikon, Canon, Olympus, Casio, Kodak, Sony, Pentax, 

Panasonic, Samsung, and so on. 

Free Download 

Don’t take our word on it. Try Magic Photo Recovery yourself with a free evaluation download! Download 

your free evaluation copy 
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